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Abstract
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) extraction has been an important research topic in
bio-text mining area, since the PPI information is critical for understanding biological
processes. However, there are very few open systems available on the Web and most
of the systems focus on keyword searching based on predefined PPIs. PIE (Protein
Interaction information Extraction system) is a configurable Web service to extract
PPIs from literature, including user-provided papers as well as PubMed articles. After
providing abstracts or papers, the prediction results are displayed in an easily readable
form with essential, yet compact features. The PIE interface supports more features
such as PDF file extraction, PubMed search tool, and network communication, which
are useful for biologists and bio-system developers. The PIE system utilizes natural
language processing techniques and machine learning methodologies to predict PPI
sentences, which results in high precision performance for Web users. PIE is freely
available at http://bi.snu.ac.kr/pie/.
Key words: protein-protein interaction sentence prediction, text mining, machine learning,
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Introduction

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) information is critical for understanding the function of
individual proteins and the organization of entire biological processes. A large amount of
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biomedical literature describes PPI experiments, and the protein interaction databases such
as IntAct and MINT have been developed by utilizing these biomedical articles. However, the
rapid growth of the literature makes it difficult to manually find the necessary information
[1]. In addition, the dynamic nature of biology makes building the ontology or the database
more difficult. With the implementation of automatic analysis initiatives, the amount of
information in terms of biological data availability is overwhelming, as reflected by hundreds
of databases and web servers [2]. However, despite of the importance of the PPI extraction
task, only a few systems are freely available on the Web [3].
Most of existing PPI systems can be divided into two categories: co-occurrence based approaches and rule-based approaches [4–6]. Co-occurrence approaches assume that co-occurrence
of gene/protein names in text corresponds to a biological relationship. Rule-based approaches
utilize predefined phrase pattern rules. However, these approaches can only extract wellknown patterns but may not be able to find new emerging PPIs.
Recently, it has been shown that PPI information has its own pattern at the article and
sentence levels [7]. Machine learning (ML) techniques are useful for discovering the hidden
patterns from training data. ML techniques also provide robust results for unknown patterns.
In this paper, we describe an online Web service – PIE (Protein Interaction information
Extraction system) – for providing biologists with extracted PPI sentences from text. Our
system combines both co-occurrence approaches and rule-based approaches in a machine
learning framework. Co-occurrence models are used for calculating similarities among texts
in boosting and support vector machines. Rule-based approaches are used in tree kernels
to support natural language processing properties. Besides, PIE can automatically find the
hidden patterns without predefined rules or patterns by using machine learning techniques.
As a result, PIE performs high precision predictions, which is especially required for Webbased retrieval systems.
From the online service perspectives, PIE contains several novel features. While previous
PPI services are mostly based on keyword-based searching on predefined PPIs, PIE does not
use locally saved PPIs, but rather focuses on PPI sentence predictions from the biomedical
literature such as user-provided papers and PubMed articles. This feature provides much
flexibility for the biologists who are interested in summarizing unknown PPI information
out of papers or abstracts. In addition, PIE implements keyword-based extraction, which is
similar to the one in other PPI services. By accepting keywords from users, PIE retrieves
PubMed database on-the-fly, and processes all or part of articles to predict PPI sentences.
After uploading abstracts or papers, the prediction results are displayed by highlighting
potential PPI sentences. The PIE interface is carefully designed to help biologists and biosystem developers, featuring PDF and HTML support, customized PubMed searching, PPI
visualization, and network communication.
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Methods

Fig. 1 shows a schematic overivew of PIE. Two core modules of the system are the article
filter and the sentence filter, which predict whether given articles or sentences contain PPI
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information. The search engine in PIE is implemented to retrieve the stored information such
as learning data (article DB) and protein names (protein DB). The Web interface module
manages the whole process of PPI predictions from Web users. A part of prediction results
is linked to the iHOP service (http://www.ihop-net.org) [8]. For the PubMed article
searching, PIE connects to the online PubMed service using NCBI’s E-Utilities (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/eutils_help.html), which will be eventually
changed to local PubMed searching for reducing internet traffic loads. The XML-RPC module
is responsible for communicating with other PPI services using remote procedure calls.
PIE uses the article filter to increase filtering speed and to enhance system efficiency because
the sentence filter is computationally intensive. Brief procedures of the article and sentence
filters are presented in the following subsections.
Article Filter
In the first step, the article filter classifies whether a given text contains PPI-related information. In doing so, it should not miss any PPI relevant documents, even though a certain
amount of irrelevant documents is included. To handle this tradeoff, our system utilizes a
cost-sensitive learning algorithm – AdaCost [9] – which provides the flexibility between precision and recall rates. The naive Bayes method [10] is adopted as a weak learner, which
is known to be efficient in text filtering. The ensemble of naive Bayes classifiers also performs high-speed filtering. In the article filter, the bag-of-words method is used to represent
text because we presume that some specific words or a simple combination of the words are
enough to evaluate their PPI relevance at the article level, i.e. as a co-occurrence model.
Sentence Filter
The sentence filter identifies PPI-related sentences from documents classified as relevant by
the article filter. Since most of PPI sentences tend to have unique grammatical structures [7],
a parse tree information which represents a set of words and its structural information is used
to classify the PPI sentences. The convolution tree kernel in [11] is adopted for calculating the
similarity of grammatical tree structures without explicit rules or templates. The PPI-related
sentences are obtained using the following proceedure. First, input sentences are tagged
by a rule-based part-of-speech (POS) tagger [12]. The tagger is trained beforehand, using
GENIA corpus [13]. Second, the tagged sentences are parsed by a statistical natural language
parser [14]. Then, the parsing trees which do not have useful grammatical structures are
discarded. After calculating sentence similarities by the tree kernel, the interaction patterns
are predicted by support vector machines (SVMs, http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/
libsvm). Finally, the probabilities of the PPI sentences are estimated using the SVM outputs.
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Usage

Fig. 2 shows an example of using the PIE service; (A), (B), and (C) indicate input, PubMed
search, and output windows, respectively. In the full paper extraction process from uploaded
files or copied text segments, (B) is skipped. (B) is only accessible when the “PubMed Search”
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is clicked.
Input Format
The PIE system accepts plain texts, HTML or PDF documents as input. When an HTML or
PDF document is given, built-in tools convert the document into plain text. The public tool
(http://www.foolabs.com/xpdf), currently used for the PDF converting, may cause noisy
text. For instance, if a PDF document has double-columned pages, the contents might be
mixed up. However, the support for PDF documents is necessary for general users because
most of papers are available as PDF format.
PubMed Articles
PIE allows PubMed IDs as input to reduce efforts to enter texts or upload files. The “PubMed
Search” tool is provided for manually finding PubMed articles. When PubMed IDs are given,
the corresponding abstracts are downloaded from online PubMed database. When keywords
are given in the “PubMed Search” tool, relevant abstracts are listed, and users can select
more than one abstract to find PPI-related sentences. PIE uses tailored input by utilizing
detailed article selection process, while other PPI services mostly conduct automatic PPI
searching with a few keywords and predefined patterns. However, PIE also supports an
automatic extraction method to obtain PPI information using a few keywords only. The
“I’m feeling lucky” button on the PubMed search tool performs this automatic extraction
process.
All retrieved abstracts in search and output windows are linked to the actual paper pages in
publishers’ sites. Afterwards, one can use the downloaded papers for full paper extractions.
Considering the lack of full paper database services, this feature might be useful.
Filter Options
Three user options such as “Tag Simplification,” “Protein Dictionary,” and “Interaction
Word Dictionary” are available for the sentence filter. “Tag Simplification” transforms similar
POS tags into representative one, i.e. NNS and NNP are converted to NN. Since most
sentences in biomedical texts are syntactically complex, the tag simplification is necessary
to reduce the structural complexity of the sentence. “Protein Dictionary” and “Interaction
Word Dictionary” options use protein DB and interaction DB, respectively. The protein
DB contains around 2.3 million protein words obtained from NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.
gov). The interaction DB contains 1,201 words, which is manually chosen by human experts
based on the supplementary data in [15]. These options are used to incorporate the heuristic
knowledge into the sentence filter.
Multiple Session Support
Users can maintain predicted PPI sentences by using session IDs. One can define a session
in his or her own way, and keep the PPI records using the session ID. Multiple sessions are
allowed and identified by the session IDs. If PIE detects duplicate IDs, it shows “APPEND”
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or “NEW” buttons in the output window. “APPEND” keeps the current session, and “NEW”
restarts the session by deleting previous results. The multiple session concept is designed to
save predicted PPI history in a local computer, and HTML is used to arrange the PPI
history. Note that this is optional. If the Session ID remains as a blank, only current results
are available for the file saving.
Output Format
PPI sentences might appear in several places in a full document. Hence, PIE highlights the
predicted PPI sentences on the original article, which improves user readability. Also, the
system marks proteins and interaction-related words based on protein and interaction DBs,
which helps for biologists to identify the PPI information more directly. The protein words
are retrieved only for the identified nouns by the natural language parser, and there are no
such restrictions for the interaction-related words.
Detailed protein information is given by iHOP service. Highlighted proteins are linked to
the search results of iHOP, which helps users to understand the protein functions in detail.
Furthermore, predicted PPI sentences can be stored in a local computer for further use
as already mentioned. The stored information can be utilized for literature summaries or
curations for PPI database.
User Feedback
To refine the performance of PIE, users can leave their feedbacks by marking a “Agree,”
“Partly Disagree,” or “Disagree” button. These feedbacks are used to update our PPI extraction modules.
The training set of learning modules can differ according to domains. In such circumstances,
PIE can be improved or customized depending on training data. The customized PIE is
available upon user’s request.
Remote Procedure Call Support
The PIE system contains a running XML-RPC server. A client can send queries and receive
the prediction results using the XML-RPC protocol. It provides more flexibility for using
PIE. For instance, one can develop a meta service including PIE as a remote component.
The information relevant to the RPC call is available at the PIE website.
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Results and Discussion

PIE is trained by the BioCreAtIvE II workshop dataset, enriched by Anne Lise Veuthey
corpus, Prodisen interaction corpus, and manually selected PPI sentence set [16]. Using 10fold cross-validation and 0.5 probability thresholds, the PPI article filter obtained 87.41%
precision, 90.53% recall, and 88.89% F1-score. The sentence filter obtained 92.13% precision,
91.78% recall, and 91.96% F1-score.
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The performance of PIE is evaluated on three different PPI corpus such as BioCreAtIvE
I (BC) corpus [17], Christine Brun (CB) corpus [18], and N-PPI corpus [19]. Since the
PIE prediction outputs are the probabilities of examples, common precision and recall rates
cannot be directly applied to evaluate the system performance. Therfore, PIE is evaluated
using ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves and precision rates at N th ranked
sentences. Among various options in PIE, the results with simplified tags and protein dictionary are shown in Fig. 3, which depicts the ROC curves for the test data. In all cases, true
positive rate (TPR) is rapidly increased at low false positive rate (FPR), which means that
the system shows high precision rates for high probability sentences. More precisely, for top
30 ranked sentences, BC, CB, and N-PPI show 83.87% precision, 96.77% precision, 70.97%
precision, respectively.
Our focus in the PIE system is to develop a machine learning-based framework for automatically identifying PPI sentences. This framework extends the availability of co-occurrence
and rule-based methods, and is able to find hidden patterns without predefined information.
Subsequently, our approach reaches good precision rates for high probability sentences, which
is one of important properties for Web services. PIE is specialized to extract PPI sentences
from text for summarizing or finding relevant information. Unlike other PPI services using
keyword matching and predefined PPIs, the PIE interface handles user-provided full papers
as well as PubMed articles online by utilizing machine learning properties. PIE does not use
locally saved PPIs for system predictions, rather it utilizes online data obtained from users
and other Web services. Thus, our system is more flexible to adopt new resources. If one
wants to find PPI information initialized from a few genes or proteins, other services such as
iHOP would be a good choice. On the other hand, it is encouraged to use PIE for text-driven
search derived from papers or keywords, particularly from newly published data.
In the current state, the PPI processing is a bit slow because of low parsing speed. The
Collins parser used in PIE is well-known, but old, which will be replaced with a faster tool
near future. In addition, the pre-parsing for available PubMed articles would speed up the
processing time in PIE, which remains as future work.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 - Overview of PIE.
The PIE system consists of several modules. “Article Filter” and “Sentence Filter” decide
whether given articles or sentences contain PPI information. “Search Engine” retrieves the
stored information such as learning data (Article DB) and protein names (Protein DB).
“Interaction DB” means the database included in interaction-related words. “XML-RPC
Module” is responsible for RPC communication with other PPI services. “Web Interface
Module” manages the whole process of PPI predictions from Web users. Prediction results
contain the links to the iHOP service to provide further protein information. For PubMed
search, PIE retrieves PubMed articles using the NCBI E-Utilities.
Figure 2 - An example of PIE prediction results.
PIE provides a user-friendly and intuitive interface. (A) Input. Web users can upload
papers as a file or copy & paste text. A PubMed tool is provided for PubMed article
searches. PIE allows multiple PubMed articles for PPI prediction in two ways, manual
selection and automatic selection. (B) PubMed search. The article search using PubMed
service is available for common use. The search results can be narrowed by the options such
as number of results, published years, and published journals. The “I’m feeling lucky”
button is for the automatic article selection, which does similar jobs as common PPI
extraction tools do. (C) Output. Prediction results are listed in the center box, highlighting
PPI sentences based on their probabilities. Colors of sentences represent their probabilities:
“Red” for high probability and “Green” for moderate probability. According to the protein
DB and the interaction DB, protein names and interaction-related words are indicated by
bold and italic fonts, respectively. In particular, protein names are linked to the iHOP
service for providing further information. Users can leave feedback to update PIE
performance by selecting a “No Feedback,” “Agree,” “Partly Disagree,” or “Disagree”
button.
Figure 3 - ROC curves for test data.
Performance of PIE has been measured using independent test sets. The options on PIE
was set to using simplified tags and protein dictionary. In all cases, true positive rate
(TPR) is rapidly increased at low false positive rate (FPR), implying that the system
performs high precision predictions for high probability sentences.
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